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Find that Topic Sweet Spot 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the Right Resource(s) for your Research Need 

  
Newspapers 
 
 
 
 
 

Magazines 

& other db’s, 
preprint archives, 
repositories, conf. 
proceedings, etc. 

 
and other primary 
sources relevant to your 
chosen topic 

Scholarly studies 
 
 
 
 
 

Primary Sources 

Reference 

It matters to 
YOU. 

There isn’t consensus 
about it among others 
who care about it. 

You can access the 
evidence you need. 
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Learn the Lingo and Follow Leads (a.k.a. listing, mapping, listening, & pearling) 

 Before you begin, list all the synonyms, broader terms, narrower terms, and antonyms (e.g. terms 

like patriarchy for topics like the changing roles of women) in your existing vocabulary. 

 As you read, add key terms, people, events, bills, cases, etc. to the list (subject headings too!) 

o Following leads based on who might have the evidence you need 

 Organization web sites – look for sections like research, publications, statistics 

 Key people – Do they have web sites with additional resources? What else have they 

published? Does the university where they work maintain a preprint archive for 

university-generated research? Would interviewing them be appropriate? 

o Following leads as to where related documents may be published or archived 

 Check references/works cited/bibliographies. Do particular journal titles keep 

cropping up over and over again?  Consider searching the back issues of that journal. 

 Do particular studies get referenced repeatedly?  Check available Cited by links (in 

JSTOR, Google Scholar) for leads to follow-up studies. 

 In what government, library, or museum archive could related docs be stored? 

 As you reflect, consider where opinions contrast or conflict, or where unanswered, unexplored, or 

unasked questions exist. Capture how diction shifts based on who’s speaking/writing. 

o Shift your search language to push different sources to the top of the search result list 

based on whose opinion you’re seeking and/or what time period you’re researching. 

o Listen - Contrasting opinions are typically easier to hear in the following types of sources: 

 magazine articles (esp. polemic or trade/professional publications) 

 informal conference proceedings (or similar venues online or face-to-face) 

 news coverage of related events that include interviews with stakeholders 

 person-centered primary sources (e.g. interviews, oral histories, letters, and diaries) 

 persuasion-centered sources (e.g. editorials, columns, press releases, position 

statements, position papers, political party platforms, and legal opinions)  

o Map the subtopics to get a visual sense of the research landscape for the topic. 
 

Is it worth your time to search [INSERT database name]? 

- Does it cover the time period in which you’re interested?  

- Does it contain the source type(s) you need? 

- Browse subjects/disciplines covered (in APS, do Publication search by subject). Can you narrow a 

search to one discipline? If so, consider contrasting search results for one discipline with another. 

- JSTOR tips: use Advanced search, remove check by include external content, limit to articles 

- SD tips: use Advanced search, open journal tab, limit to most recent five years 

- Too many results in APS, PS, or SD?  Try combining keywords with subject headings/terms. 
 

Is it worth your time to check out [INSERT book title]? 
- Preview the book using Google Books (GB) or Amazon (GB handy for finding page references too). 

- If YES, use Find in a Library in GB (sometimes under Get this book in print) to find nearest copy. 


